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PROTECT YOUR SPIRITUAL CHILDREN 
 
October 17, 2021 
4:05 p.m. 
 
SEERSGATE LEADS IT: 
 
Here we will discuss the danger of sending out people without giving them an accurate 
understanding of the danger they will entail. 
 
I recently viewed a movie where people craved to gain a unique trait that makes people 
retain youth. And in that way of searching for their way of extending their way of life, 
they failed to view what dangers could happen with that pursuit. They relied on others 
to do the training for them.  
 
People see how a person can have a calling to a Kingdom office work, and they will send 
them off with a laying on of hands and a farewell prayer. But here is the danger: what if 
sent-off ones have no firm grounding to understand the future trials and spiritual warfare 
ahead? Going into any new territory can trigger battles, prepared or not.  
 
So, what did the movie characters do? They bribed their way with money to enter greater 
danger using unsafe shortcuts. The reward of having the prestige, the wealth, and what 
others could not get tends to fuel that urging to move forward without learning the 
dangers and risks. The goal or the title is the most desired way for those who skip training 
or learning spiritual awareness of what is ahead.  
 
And so, people pay for spiritual promotions, with special favors, or by joining clubs or by 
taking a class. They pay for the end goal and take on the dangers of engagement, yet 
they choose not to learn about the enemy or prepare by learning their weaknesses and 
formulating battle strategies.  
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Sending someone to new territory without telling them of the territorial climate leaves 
them unprepared. The sent-off people say, “Let’s go claim this land for Yahweh,” yet they 
do not understand how entering another territory engages battles. And when a person 
goes and enters a land to claim for Yahweh, they must yield to spiritual protocols. 
Kingdom order must lead, and the people who claim Yahweh is on their side must have 
spiritual licenses and protection, knowing for sure they are to be in that land in that 
timing. Even out-of-order timing can activate demonic battles. 
 
To release a person means to leave them equipped with a certain level of delegated 
governing authority. To release that person means to give them a new governing order 
under another land, a transfer of settling.  
 
When people give their church people a way to leave and enter a new land, there must 
be a transitional spiritual covering until they settle. Without that way of governing 
protection in Yahweh, that transferred soul will enter the enemy’s nest, baby chicks 
waddling around without a “mama” while a snake is lurking to steal, kill, and destroy. 
 
Protect your children in the faith. Send them out into other lands under a covering, a 
bridge in spiritual ways, to stay in the provision, protection, and governing power under 
Yahweh’s order. Protect your children. 
 


